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The Kurdish National Movement in Turkey
This book sheds light on the intricacies of conducting fieldwork on highly politicized and sensitive topics as well as in conflict
settings. It addresses both the epistemological and theoretical along with the practical challenges related to such fieldwork
in Kurdish Studies.

The Kurdish Nationalist Movement in the 1990s
Turkey: A necessary ally in a troubled region With the new administration in office, it is not clear whether the U.S. will
continue to lead and sustain a global liberal order that was already confronted by daunting challenges. These range from a
fragile European Union rocked by the United Kingdom’s exit and rising populism to a cold war-like rivalry with Russia and
instability in the Middle East. A long-standing member of NATO, Turkey stands as a front-line state in the midst of many of
these challenges. Yet, Turkey is failing to play a more constructive role in supporting this order--beyond caring for nearly 3
million refugees, mostly coming from the fighting in Syria--and its current leadership is in frequent disagreement with its
Western allies. This tension has been compounded by a failed Turkish foreign policy that aspired to establish its own
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alternative regional order in the Middle East. As a result, many in the West now question whether Turkey functions as a
dependable ally for the United States and other NATO members. Kemal Kirişci’s new book argues that, despite these
problems, the domestic and regional realities are now edging Turkey toward improving its relations with the West. A better
understanding of these developments will be critical in devising a new and realistic U.S. strategy toward a transformed
Turkey and its neighborhood. Western policymakers must keep in mind three on-the-ground realities that might help
improve the relationship with Turkey. First, Turkey remains deeply integrated within the transatlantic community, a fact
that once imbued it with prestige in its neighborhood. It is this prestige that the recent trajectory of Turkish domestic
politics and foreign policy has squandered; for it to be regained, Turkey needs to rebuild cooperation with the West. The
second reality is that chaos in the neighborhood has resulted in the loss of lucrative markets for Turkish exports—which, in
return, increases the value to Turkey of Western markets. Third, Turkish national security is threatened by developments in
Syria and an increasingly assertive Russia, enhancing the strategic value of Turkey’s “troubled alliance” with the West. The
big question, however, is whether rising authoritarianism in Turkey and the government’s anti-Western rhetoric will cease
and Turkey’s democracy restored before the current fault lines can be overcome and constructive re-engagement between
the two sides can occur. In light of these realities, this book discusses the challenges and opportunities for the new U.S.
administration as well as the EU of re-engaging with a sometimes-troublesome, yet long-time ally.

Limits of Supranational Justice
Turkey holds a unique position between East and West, and with the end of the Cold War it has a potential for influence it
has not seen since the end of the Ottoman Empire. Freedom from the Russian threat frees it to examine its links with the
West, and political change and shifting power in the region afford an opportunity for new relationships with its neighbors in
the Near and Middle East.These thoughtful essays offer a detailed look at Turkey s prospects in the region developing
economic opportunities, water resource issues, the changing relationship with emerging Central Asian countries, and the
Kurdish problem all in the context of the repercussions of the Gulf War and the ongoing Middle East peace process.The
essays in this volume fill an important gap in the literature on Turkey and the Middle East, bringing together the points of
view of scholars, journalists, and other observers from the United States, Europe, Turkey, and the Middle East for an
unprecedented dialogue on issues of growing importance."

Blood and Belief
Abdullah Ocalan was the leader of the Kurdistan Workers Party, the PKK, and the most wanted man in Turkey for almost two
decades. He was eventually kidnapped while in Kenya in 1999, and has been in prison in Turkey ever since. From 1984,
under his leadership, the PKK fought for an independent Kurdish state in the south east of Turkey. In a sustained popular
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uprising, tens of thousands of PKK guerrillas took on the second largest army in NATO. The conflict has remained unsolved
till today and the fighting still goes on. While in prison, Mr. Ocalan has written a number of books, in which he analyses the
situation in Kurdistan and offers proposals for a peaceful solution to the conflict.

Strategic Relations Between the US and Turkey 1979-2000
The Kurdish question is one of the most complicated and protracted conflicts of the Middle East and will never be resolved
unless it is finally defined. The majority of the Kurdish people live in Turkey, which gives the country a unique position in the
larger Kurdish conundrum. Society in Turkey is deeply divided over the definition and even existence of the Kurdish
question, and this uncertainty has long manifested itself in its complete denial, or in accusations of political rivals of
‘separatism’ and even ‘treason’. Turkey’s Kurdish Question explores how these denial and acknowledgement dynamics
often reveal pre-existing political ideology and agenda priorities, themselves becoming political actions. While the very term
"Kurdish question" is discussed in the academic literature as a given, a new and systemic study is required to deconstruct
and analyze the constitutive parts of this discursive construct. This book provides the first comprehensive study and
analysis of the discursive constructions and perceptions of what is broadly defined as the "Kurdish question" in Turkish,
European and American political cultures. Furthermore, its new methodological approach to the study of discourse and
politics of secessionist conflicts can be applied to many similar intra-state conflict cases. Turkey’s Kurdish Question would
suit students and scholars of Middle East studies, Conflict studies and Comparative Politics, as well as Turkish or Kurdish
studies. H. Akın Ünver is an assistant professor of international relations at Kadir Has University. This book is based on his
dissertation ‘Defining Turkey’s Kurdish Question‘, which has won the Middle East Studies Association (MESA) 2010 Malcolm
H. Kerr award for the best dissertation in the field of social sciences.

Multiculturalism in Turkey
The Kurds, one of the oldest ethnic groups in the Middle East, are reasserting their identity—politically and through
violence. Divided mainly among Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria, the Kurds have posed increasingly sharp challenges to all of
these states in their quest for greater autonomy if not outright independence. Turkey's essentially democratic structure and
civil society_ideal tools for coping with and incorporating minority challenge_have so far been suspended on this issue,
which the government is treating almost exclusively as a security problem to be dealt with by force. For the West the
situation in Turkey is particularly significant because of the country's importance in the region and because of the
economic, political, and diplomatic damage that the conflict has caused. If Turkey fails to find a peaceful solution within its
current borders, then the outlook is grim for ethnic and separatist challenges elsewhere in the region. This study explores
the roots, dimensions, character, and evolution of the problem, offers a range of approaches to a resolution of the conflict,
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and draws broader parallels between the Kurdish question and other separatist movements worldwide.

Out of Nowhere
In January 2013, the Justice and Development Party (AKP) government initiated a peace process in order to settle the
Kurdish question through peaceful means. However, this sanguine atmosphere gradually disappeared, before finally
collapsing after the general elections of 7 June 2015. This book addresses the question of why the peace building attempts
that culminated between 2013 and 2015 failed. It deals with the historical background of the Kurdish question and
contemporary complexities of the Turkish politics to explain how they eventually jeopardized the peace process. This is an
important and relevant research question because the Kurdish question has been viewed as a variable shaping Turkey’s
domestic politics and its foreign relations. The Kurdish question's influence on Turkish foreign policy is not confined to its
neighbors. Turkey's relations with the United States and the European Union was also shaped by the issues stemmed from
the Kurdish question. As this was the first serious peace attempt in a conflict that lasted over three decades, examination of
why it failed will inform any future attempts at peace and will help pinpoint the potential path that Turkey might face in
both the domestic and international realm. This book will appeal to students and scholars with an interest in Turkey and the
Kurdish issue, peacekeeping, security studies and Middle East Politics.

Local Government in Turkey
The Kurds, once marginal in the study of the Middle East and secondary in its international relations, have moved to centre
stage in recent years. The contributors to The Kurdish Question Revisited offer insights into how this once seemingly
intractable, immutable phenomenon is being transformed amid the new political realities of the Middle East.

The Kurdish Conflict
In mid-2012 the previously almost forgotten Syrian Kurds suddenly emerged as a potential game-changer in the country's
civil war when in an attempt to consolidate its increasingly desperate position the Assad government abruptly withdrew its
troops from the major Kurdish areas in Syria. The Kurds in Syria had suddenly won autonomy, a situation that has huge
implications for neighboring Turkey and the near independent Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) in Iraq. Indeed, their
precipitous rise may prove a tipping-point that alters the boundaries imposed on the Middle East by the Sykes-Picot
Agreement of 1916. These important events and what they portend for the future are scrutinized by the renowned scholar
of the Kurds Michael Gunter. He also analyses the sudden rise of Salih Muslim and his Democratic Union Party (PYD) - which
was created by the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) and remains affiliated to it - and the extremely complex and deadly
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fighting between factions of the Syrian Opposition affiliated with al-Qaeda such as the Jabhat al-Nusra jihadists and the PYD,
among others.

Embattled Dreamlands
In recent years, the persecution of the Kurds in the Middle East under ISIS in Iraq and Syria has drawn increasing attention
from the international media. In this book, Veli Yadirgi analyses the socioeconomic and political structures and
transformations of the Kurdish people from the Ottoman era through to the modern Turkish Republic, arguing that there is a
symbiotic relationship between the Kurdish question and the de-development of the predominantly Kurdish domains,
making an ideal read for historians of the region and those studying the socio-political and economic evolution of the Kurds.
First outlining theoretical perspectives on Kurdish identity, socioeconomic development and the Kurdish question, Yadirgi
then explores the social, economic and political origins of Ottoman Kurdistan following its annexation by the Ottomans in
1514. Finally, he deals with the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, and the subsequent foundation and evolution of the
Kurdish question in the new Turkish Republic.

Turkey's Kurdish Question from an Educational Perspective
Taking the period from the end of the 1970s to the end of the 1990s, this book critically examines the evolution of the
strategic relationship between the US and Turkey during this period, with a particular focus on the Middle Eastern context.
Strategic Relations Between the US and Turkey employs interviews with US, Turkish and Israeli officials and archival
research in order to offer an alternative reading of the realities that shaped bilateral co-operation through multi-level
analysis. The unraveling of these realities enlightens the reader about the past course of events but also aids the
understanding of the dynamics of the relationship today. Essential reading for students and scholars of U.S. and Turkish
foreign policy, this study of co-operation between a super-power and a relatively weak state in the international system will
also be of use to those interested in International Relations, Diplomatic History and World Politics more broadly.

The Turkish Deep State
Abstract: For decades, the roughly twenty-nine million Kurds living in Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria were regarded primarily as
a threat to the territorial integrity of those states and thus to the stability of the Middle East. Today the region is marked by
state collapse, rampant terrorism, and signs of unravelling in the established system of states. These developments have
brought about fundamental changes in the position of the Kurds and the role they play in regional politics. (author's
abstract)
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The Routledge Handbook of Turkish Politics
Describes the situation of the world's largest ethnic group without a homeland, and explains the effect on the politics of
Turkey and other countries where Kurds live

Boys are Dead
This book is highly topical considering the recent resurgence of violence by the PKK, the incursions into Northern Iraq by the
Turkish army and security forces and Turkey's EU accession negotiations. Turkey has become an increasingly important
player in Middle Eastern geopolitics. More than two decades of serious conflict in Turkey are proving to be a barrier to
improved relations between Turkey and the EU. This book is the first study to fully address the legal and political
dimensions of the conflict, and their impact on mechanisms for conflict resolution in the region, offering a scholarly
exploration of a debate that is often politically and emotionally highly charged. Kerim Yildiz and Susan Breau look at the
practical application of the law of armed conflicts to the ongoing situation in Turkey and Northern Iraq. The application of
the law in this region also means addressing larger questions in international law, global politics and conflict resolution.
Examples include belligerency in international law, whether the ‘War on Terror’ has resulted in changes to the law of armed
conflict and terrorism and conflict resolution. The Kurdish Conflict explores the practical possibilities of conflict resolution in
the region, examining the political dynamics of the region, and suggesting where lessons can be drawn from other peace
processes, such as in Northern Ireland. This book will be of great value to policy-makers, regional experts, and others
interested in international humanitarian law and conflict resolution.

The Kurdish Question in Turkey
While dramatic changes taking place in the Middle East offer important opportunities to the Kurdish century-long struggle
for recognition, serious obstacles seem to keep reemerging every time the Kurds anywhere make progress. The large
Kurdish geography, extending from western Iran to near the eastern Mediterranean, and a century of repression and denial
have engendered various Kurdish groups with competing and at times conflicting views and goals. The Kurds in the Middle
East: Enduring Problems and New Dynamics, with an emphasis on continuity and change in the Kurdish Question, brings
together a group of well-known scholars to shed light on this complex issue.

Prison Writings - The PKK and the Kurdish Question in the 21st Century (International
Initiative Edition)
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The main objective of this book is to understand the extent and the motives behind the shift in Turkey’s foreign policy
towards the Kurdistan Regional Government (hereafter the KRG) from an alternative globalist perspective, and to do so it
examines a ten-year period of Turkey’s foreign policy on the KRG, from 2003 to 2013. Despite the shadows casting by its
history, Turkey has developed relations with the Kurdish government to the level of a strategic partnership within the last
decade, following the 2003 invasion of Iraq. The book identifies and analyses the factors that determine Turkey’s foreign
policy towards the KRG by providing a historical account of Turkey’s approach towards a Kurdish polity, illuminating the
extent of the shift in Turkey’s foreign policy by looking at some dislocatory moves, and identifying and analyzing regional
and global motives behind the Turkey–KRG rapprochement that led Turkey to abandon its traditional policy temporally
towards the Kurdish Region of Iraq within the period this work is focused on. The book brings the global dimension to the
discussion and suggests that developments at the global level play a significant role in shaping the regional and internal
contexts in which the partnership between Turkey and the KRG was established. And in conclusion it argues that Turkish
foreign policy towards the KRG shifted between 2007 and 2013 due to the intersection of regional and global fault lines and
competition between global power blocks, the United States, Russia and China over energy resources and strategic trade
and transit energy routes.

War in the Age of Trump
The Kurdish Worker's Party (PKK) is examined here in this text on Kurdish nationalism. Incorporating recent field-based
research results and newly translated material on Abdullah Ocalan, the PKK's long-time leader; it explores the nature and
the organizational working of the party, from its growth in the late 1970s to its recent shrinkage. A variety of issues are
addressed including: * the views and philosophy of Abdullah Ocalan * the successes and failures of the PKK in bringing
about the Kurdish opposition in Turkey * the role of PKK's philosophy of recruitment, organizational diligence, use of arms
and other contextual factors in Kurdish resistance * factors involved in the development of the nationalism of the Kurds in
Turkey. The text also reappraises the Kurdish movement in Turkey and presents insights into the nature of Kurdish social
structure, thinking, and the particularities of the Kurdish ethnic distinctness.

Turkey's Kurdish Question
This volume examines the Kurdish question in Turkey, tracing its developments from the end of the Ottoman Empire to the
present day. The study considers: secession; federal schemes; various forms of autonomy; the provision of special rights;
and further democratization.

The Hizmet Movement and Peacebuilding
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This book, comprising chapters by leading experts, delves into the complicated nature of Turkey’s Kurdish issue.
Contributors discusses the evolution of Kurdish nationalism, the contemporary Kurdish movement and its violent legacy,
civil society efforts in Turkey’s Kurdish region, and the international dimensions of the Kurdish question.

The Political Economy of the Kurds of Turkey
During the Progressive Era, over 150 African American women's clubs flourished in Chicago. Through these clubs, women
created a vibrant social world of their own, seeking to achieve social and political uplift by educating themselves and the
members of their communities. In politics, they battled legal discrimination, advocated anti-lynching laws, and fought for
suffrage. In the tradition of other mothering, in which the the community shares in the care and raising of all its children,
the club women established kindergartens, youth clubs, and homes for the elderly. In Toward a Tenderer Humanity and a
Nobler Womanhood, Anne Meis Knupfer documents how the club women created multiple allegiances through social and
club networks and sheds light on the life experiences of African American women in urban centers throughout the country.
Drawing upon the primary documents of African American newspapers, journals, and speeches of the time, this book
chronicles and analyzes the complexity and richness of the African American club women's lives as they lifted while others
climbed.

Diasporas and Homeland Conflicts
In this collection of essays, authors from a variety of disciplines critically examine the peacebuilding implications and
societal impact of the Hizmet Movement. Increased scholarly attention is being paid to the role of religion in peacebuilding
theory and practice, and in particular how that is expressed in Islam and Islamic contexts.

The Geopolitics of Turkey–Kurdistan Relations
Almost three decades have passed since political violence erupted in Turkey’s south-eastern regions, where the majority of
Turkey’s approximately 20 million Kurds live. In 1984, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) initiated an insurgency which
intensified in the following decades and continues to this day. Kurdish regions in Turkey were under military rule for more
than a decade and the conflict has cost the lives of 45,000 people, including soldiers, guerrillas and civilians. The complex
issue of the Kurdish Question in Turkey is subject to comprehensive examination in this book. This interdisciplinary edited
volume brings together chapters by social theorists, political scientists, social anthropologists, sociologists, legal theorists
and ethnomusicologists to provide new perspectives on this internationally significant issue. It elaborates on the complexity
of the Kurdish question and examines the subject matter from a number of innovative angles. Considering historical,
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theoretical and political aspects of the Kurdish question in depth and raising issues that have not been discussed
sufficiently in existing literature, this book is an invaluable resource for students and scholars of Nationalism and Conflict,
Turkish Politics and Middle Eastern politics more broadly.

The Kurdish Question Revisited
A keen analysis of the social, political and economic determinants of Turkish politics with an exploration of the different
dimensions of the republican model of Turkish citizenship, providing the reader with a comprehensive account of Turkish
modernity and democracy. At the beginning of a new millennium, Turkey finds itself at a critical juncture in its democratic
evolution. This momentous event has been precipitated by its desire to enter into the European Union and the recent
financial crisis it has faced, both of which have fuelled the need for the creation of a strong, democratic Turkey. Consisting
of a collection of innovative and influential essays by leading scholars, this book gives the reader an historical and
sociological understanding of Turkey and adds a new dimension to the ongoing discussion surrounding global citizenship
and global identity.

The Peace Process between Turkey and the Kurds
As violent conflicts become increasingly intra-state rather than inter-state, international migration has rendered them
increasingly transnational, as protagonists from each side find themselves in new countries of residence. In spite of leaving
their homeland, the grievances and grudges that existed between them are not forgotten and can be passed to the next
generation. This book explores the extension of homeland conflicts into transnational space amongst diaspora groups, with
particular attention to the interactions between second-generation migrants. Comparative in approach, Diasporas and
Homeland Conflicts focuses on the tensions that exist between Kurdish and Turkish populations in Sweden and Germany,
examining the effects of hostland policies and politics on the construction, shaping or elimination of homeland conflicts.
Drawing on extensive interview material with members of diasporic communities, this book sheds fresh light on the
influences exercised on conflict dynamics by state policies on migrant incorporation and multiculturalism, as well as
structures of migrant organizations. As such, it will be of interest to scholars of sociology, political science and international
studies with interests in migration and diaspora, integration and transnational conflict.

Islam, Populism and Regime Change in Turkey
This is a work of excavation of the modern history of Turkey, with the Kurdish question at its center, unearthed and exposed
in Çandar’s captivating narrative. The founding of a Turkish nation-state in Asia Minor brought with it the denial of the
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distinct Kurdish identity in its midst, giving birth to an intractable problem that led to intermittent Kurdish revolts and
culminated in the enduring insurgency of the PKK. The Kurdish question is perceived as a mortal threat for the survival of
Turkey. The author weaves a fascinating account of the encounter between Turkey and the Kurds in historical perspective
with special emphasis on failed peace processes. Providing a unique historical record of the authoritarian, centralist and
ultra-nationalist—rather than Islamist—nature of the Turkish state rooted in the last decades of the Ottoman period and
finally manifested in Erdoğan’s “New Turkey,” Çandar challenges stereotyped and conventional views on the Turkey of
today and tomorrow. Turkey’s Mission Impossible: War and Peace with the Kurds combines scholarly research with the
memoirs of a participant observer, richly revealing the author’s first-hand knowledge of developments acquired over a
lifetime devoted to the resolution of perhaps the most complex problem of the Middle East.

Reluctant Neighbor
Turkey's Kurds
Over the past couple of decades, there have been many efforts to seek a solution to the often violent situation in which
Kurdish citizens of Turkey find themselves. These efforts have included a gradual programme of political recognition and
multiculturalism. Here, Durukan Kuzu examines the case of Kurdish citizens in Turkey through the lens of the global debate
on multiculturalism, exploring the limitations of these policies. He thereby challenges the conventional thinking about
national minorities and their autonomy, and offers a scientifically grounded comparative framework for the study of
multiculturalism. Through comparison of the situation of Kurds in Turkey with that of other national minorities - such as the
Flemish in Belgium, Québécois in Canada, Corsicans in France, and Muslims in Greece - the reader is invited to question in
what forms multiculturalism can work for different national minorities. A bottom-up approach is used to offer a fresh insight
into the Kurdish community and to highlight conflicting views about which form the politics of recognition could take.

Turkey’s Mission Impossible
Is the fall of ISIS the end of the perpetual war in the Middle East? In this urgent and timely book, Patrick Cockburn writes the
first draft of the history of the current crisis in the Middle East. Here he charts the period from the recapture of Mosul in
2017 to Turkey’s attack on Kurdish territory in November 2019, and recounts the new phase in the wars of disintegration
that have plagued the region. The ground battle with the caliphate is perhaps over, but was this the end of the conflict that
has scarred these nations for decades? Cockburn offers panoramic on-the-ground analysis as well as a lifetime’s study of
the region. And here he shows how peace appears a distant possibility with the continuation of conflict in Syria, Saudi
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Arabia’s violent intervention in the Yemen, riots in Baghdad and Tehran. At the same time, the rising aggression between
Israel and Iran, the raising of stakes between the US, Russia and Turkey, shows that this remains the theatre of the proxy
wars of the world’s superpowers. Has Trump abandoned the area for good, leaving a vacuum for others—Putin, Erdogan,
Mohammed Bin Saud—to fill? He also looks at what might happen to the Islamic State: will it disappear now that it has lost
its territory or emerge in a new form and with renewed violence?

Citizenship in a Global World
This book examines the Kurds’ rise as new regional actors in the Middle East and the impact this is having on the regional
order. Kurdish political activism has reached a new height in the beginning of the 21st Century with Kurdish movements in
Iraq, Turkey and Syria establishing themselves as a significant force in the domestic politics of these states. The
consolidation of Kurdish autonomy in Iraq and the establishment of a Kurdish de facto autonomous region within Syria is
adding to the Kurds’ growing influence in the region and enabling Kurds to forge stronger relations with regional and
international forces. The author analyses recent developments in the Kurdish question in Turkey, Iran, Iraq and Syria to
understand the inter-connections and inter-dependencies that exist in the transnational Kurdish political space. The book's
policy relevance is likely to attract strong interest from policy makers as well as from academics and students in the fields
of Middle Eastern Politics and International Relations.

Methodological Approaches in Kurdish Studies
This book provides an interpretive and critical analysis of Kurdish identity, nationalism and national movement in Turkey
since the 1960s. By raising issues and questions relating to Kurdish political identity and highlighting the ideological
specificity, diversity and the transformation of Kurdish nationalism, it develops a new empirical dimension to the study of
the Kurds in Turkey. Cengiz Gunes applies an innovative theoretical approach to the analysis of an impressively large
volume of primary sources and data drawn from books and magazines published by Kurdish activists, political parties and
groups. The analysis focuses on the specific demands articulated by the Kurdish national movement and looks at Kurdish
nationalism at a specific level by disaggregating the nationalist discourse, showing variations over time and across different
Kurdish nationalist organisations. Situating contemporary Kurdish political identity and its political manifestations within a
historical framework, the author examines the historical and structural conditions that gave rise to it and influenced its
evolution since the 1960s. The analysis also encompasses an account of the organisational growth and evolution of the
Kurdish national movement, including the political parties and groups that were active in the period. Bringing the study of
the organisational development and growth of the Kurdish National Movement in Turkey up to date, this book will be an
important reference for students and scholars of Middle Eastern politics, social movements, nationalism and conflict.
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Understanding Turkey's Kurdish Question
This book, comprising chapters by leading experts, delves into the complicated nature of Turkey’s Kurdish issue.
Contributors discusses the evolution of Kurdish nationalism, the contemporary Kurdish movement and its violent legacy,
civil society efforts in Turkey’s Kurdish region, and the international dimensions of the Kurdish question.

The Return of the Kurdish Question: on the Situation of the Kurds in Iraq, Syria and Turkey
Turkey’s Kurdish Question from an Educational Perspective represents a comprehensive examination of all major factors in
education—teachers, curriculum, policy documents, educational attainments and textbooks—that might possibly affect
Kurds. It sheds a critical spotlight on the educational side of the issue, offering a summary of existing challenges, ways to
deal with these problems, and the proposal of long-term solutions to achieve permanent peace in the region.

Turkey and the West
The deep state ranks among the most critical issues in Turkish politics. This book traces its origins and offers an explanation
of the emergence and trajectory of the deep state; the meaning and function of informal and authoritarian institutions in
the formal security sector of a democratic regime; the involvement of the state in organized crime; armed conflict;
corruption; and massive human rights violations. This book applies an innovative methodological approach to concept
formation and offers a mid-range theory of deep state that sheds light on the reciprocal relationship between the state and
political regimes and elaborates on the conditions for the consolidation of democracy. It traces the path-dependent
emergence and trajectory of the deep state from the Ottoman Empire to the current Turkish Republic and its impact on
state-society relations. It reads state formation, consolidation, and breakdown from the perspective of this most resilient
phenomenon of Turkish politics. The analysis also situates recent developments regarding AKP governments, including the
EU accession process, civil-military relations, coup trials, the Kurdish question, and the Gülen Movement in their context
within the deep state. Moreover, this case-study offers an analytical framework for cross-regional comparative analysis of
the deep states. Addressing the lacuna in academic scholarship on the deep state phenomenon in Turkey, this book is
essential reading for students and scholars with an interest in democratization, politics and Middle East Studies.

Democratic Representation in Plurinational States
Turkey is on the front line of the war which is consuming Syria and the Middle East. Its role is complicated by the longrunning conflict with the Kurds on the Syrian border - a war that has killed as many as 80,000 people over the last three
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decades. In 2011 President Erdogan promised to make a deal with the PKK (Kurdistan Workers' Party), but the talks marked
a descent into assassinations, suicide bombings and the killing of civilians on both sides. The Kurdish peace process finally
collapsed in 2014 with the spillover of the Syrian civil war. With ISIS moving through northern Iraq, Turkey has declared war
on Western allies such as the Kurdish YPG (People's Protection Unit) - the military who rescued the Yezidis and fought with
US backing in Kobane. Frontline Turkey shows how the Kurds' relationship with Turkey is at the very heart of the Middle
Eastern crisis, and documents, through front-line reporting, how Erdogan's failure to bring peace is the key to
understanding current events in Middle East.

The Kurds in a New Middle East
Embattled Dreamlands explores the complex relationship between competing national myths, imagined boundaries and
local memories in the threefold-contested geography referred to as Eastern Turkey, Western Armenia or Northern
Kurdistan. Spatially rooted in the shatter zone of the post-Ottoman and post-Soviet space, it sheds light on the multilayered memory landscape of the Lake Van region in Southeastern Turkey, where collective violence stretches back from
the Armenian Genocide to the Kurdish conflict of today. Based on his fieldwork in Turkey and Armenia, the author examines
how states work to construct and monopolize collective memory by narrating, silencing, mapping and performing the past,
and how these narratives might help to contribute and resolve present-day conflicts. By looking at how national discourses
are constructed and asking hard questions about why nations are imagined as exclusive and hostile to others, Embattled
Dreamlands provides a unique insight into the development of national identity which will provide a great resource to
students and researchers in sociology and history alike.

The Kurdish Question and Turkey
Islam, Populism and Regime Change in Turkey explores the role of religion (Sunni, Hanefi Islam) in the transformation of
Turkey under the reign of President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and his Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma
Partisi, AKP). The chapters argue that the Turkish understanding of secularism was also one of the building blocks and the
constitutive elements of Turkey’s modernization until the rise of the AKP. Currently, however, it seems that religion has
become a new or re-born element of the new Turkey and has been transforming many areas such as: the media, the
Kurdish issue, implementation of the rule of law, foreign policy and gender issues. This book therefore aims to scrutinize the
question: how does a religion-based transformation in Turkey influence the raison d’etat of the state, and effect in various
ways different areas such as gender, foreign policy, economy and socio-political relations of various power groups within
the society? Islam, Populism and Regime Change in Turkey will be of great interest to scholars of Religion and Politics, and
governance in Turkey. It was originally published as a special issue of Southeast European and Black Sea Studies.
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Understanding Turkey's Kurdish Question
The Routledge Handbook of Turkish Politics pulls together contributions from many of the world’s leading scholars on
different aspects of Turkey. Turkey today is going through possibly the most turbulent period in its history, with major
consequences both nationally and internationally. The country looks dramatically different from the Republic founded by
Atatürk in 1923. The pace of change has been rapid and fundamental, with core interlinked changes in ruling institutions,
political culture, political economy, and society. Divided into six main parts, this Handbook provides a single-source
overview of Turkish politics: Part I: History and the making of Contemporary Turkey Part II: Politics and Institutions Part III:
The Economy, Environment and Development Part IV: The Kurdish Insurgency and Security Part V: State, Society and Rights
Part VI: External Relations This comprehensive Handbook is an essential resource for students of Politics, International
Relations, International/Security Studies with an interest on contemporary Turkey.

Turkey's Kurdish Question
With its contextualized analysis of the European Court of Human Rights' (ECtHR) engagement in Turkey's Kurdish conflict
since the early 1990s, Limits of Supranational Justice makes a much-needed contribution to scholarships on supranational
courts and legal mobilization. Based on a socio-legal account of the efforts of Kurdish lawyers in mobilizing the ECtHR on
behalf of abducted, executed, tortured and displaced civilians under emergency rule, and a doctrinal legal analysis of the
ECtHR's jurisprudence in these cases, this book powerfully demonstrates the Strasbourg court's failure to end gross
violations in the Kurdish region. It brings together legal, political, sociological and historical narratives, and highlights the
factors enabling the perpetuation of state violence and political repression against the Kurds. The effectiveness of
supranational courts can best be assessed in hard cases such as Turkey, and this book demonstrates the need for a
reappraisal of current academic and jurisprudential approaches to authoritarian regimes.

Frontline Turkey
The Kurds in the Middle East
This book examines modalities for the recognition and political participation of minorities in plurinational states in theory
and in practice, with a specific reference to the Republic of Turkey and the resolution of the Kurdish question. Drawing on
the experience of Spain and Eastern Europe and other recent novel models for minority accommodation, including the
Ottoman experience of minority autonomy (the Millet System), the volume brings together researchers from Turkey and
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Europe more broadly to develop an ongoing dialogue that analytically examines various models for national minority
accommodation. These models promise to protect the state’s integrity and provide governmental mechanisms that satisfy
demands for collective representation of national communities in the framework of a plurinational state.
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